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PRAXIS is an. independent newspaper formed to

express the opinions of the student and town com-

munities. In order to reflect the full spectrum

of views we welcome your comment. All letters

must include name and telephone number of the au-

thor and will be printed on a space available

basis. Names will be withheld upon request.

Send all letters to PRAXIS, P.O. Box 727, Auburn,

Alabama 36830.

The articles printed are the opinion of the

author and are not necessarily the opinions of the

advertisers or the staff.

All persons are welcome to submit literary,
artistic, or financial contributions.

staff * * *
Editor: Winton Churchill
Managing Editor: Rick Yohn
News Editor: Betsy Walker
Features Creature: Bob McDonald
Society Editor: Kim Davis
Technical Editor: Susie and Randy

Evimingkam
Steve Story 788-6272

Eddie Botsford. 785-2911

Lloyd Malone 785-2911

Hunts viZZz O^lcz
Chris Tralhsel 534-1046

JackAonvAlZz O^ict
Patty Goode 435-4084

Terry Gensemer Campus Inn #24

Moyit&vallo O^ico.
Melissa Moore 743-4135

MontgomeAy O^lce.
Marianne Wheeler 269-5132

Tu&aalooAa O^lcz
Fran Edmundson 758-2275

We need your support. If you would like to help

with VhXXXU), contact your area representative.

Or, if you wish, contact our main office in

Auburn at 821-8767, or write us at P.O. Box 727,

Auburn, Alabama 36830.
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what it costs you

%%%
Be sure to get your share of the nation's

smog this year. Air pollution runs to about

142 million tons each year and that allows each

citizen 3/4 of a ton.

Those 142 million tons are costing the

American taxpayers 13 billion dollars which comes

to 65 dollars a ton.

Demand your rights. Get your fair share.

That should not be to difficult in Birmingham.

all-american city 9

NOTICE This newspaper is your per-

sonal property. It cannot

legally be taken from you

for any reason.

What could possibly be a greater reward for
Birmingham that to be awarded the Ail-American
City title? Birmingham's skyline, which is
barely visible through the blanket of smog cover--
ing the city almost daily, is a picture cherished
by all Birmingham citizen's. Just think, if Bir-
mingham didn't have the pollution it would have
failed to meet the simpliest qualification for
an Ail-American City—smog. Aren't we lucky to
have local industries that placed Birmingham in
prime competition for the "cherished title" by
providing enough pollution to take the first
category hands down.

But let's not give all ot the credit to big
industry. The second category, racism, was a
bit tougher, but we can through with flying colors,
With the race riots of the 60's, the water hoses
and dogs, the bombing of a church killing four
black children, and enforced segregation, Bir-
mingham's tradition of racism was one to be res-
pected. Present day discrimination against blacks
in jobs, housing, and opportunity pushed Birming-
ham over the second qualification—afterall we
can't rest on our laurels to meet the ever in-
creasing demands of bigotry.

The third category has two parts, poverty
and the distribution of wealth in the city. Once

again an easy victory for Birmingham. One

need only to take a short drive on the free-ways
around town to see that poverty does flourish in

our beloved city. A quick trip to Mountain Brook

will prove capitalism is alive and well in Birming-

ham.

Although Birmingham hasn't had much experience

in category four, it posed no problem to Birming-
ham. The category: What is being done to see

that those longhair, communists, pinko-fag hippies

are kept under control? Promises of individual

harassment, attempts to prohibit freak business

from establishing it's self, and tearing down

the low rent housing areas near town secured

, Birmingham an excellent rating for category four

—

and with so little experience in dealing with

those perverted commies!

What is so remarkable is that almost every city

in the U.S. could meet the same requirements with

no problem.. Birmingham was one of the few to get

the award. Oh well, I guess we're just lucky, or

are we?



GETTING THEIR HEADS TOGETHER

Under the 1969 pollution legislative law a polluter has 7 years to 11 study the
situation." In addition to giving the polluter a license to continue his pollution
during this "study period" ,the Air Pollution control Commission does not require
the polluter to stop his pollution. This is why the State of Alabama was turned
down its request for federal air-pollution aid.

However, things are looking up. Greater Birmingham Alliance to Stop Pollution
(G.A.S.P.) had a meeting with Wallace and asked him to include mininum federal fund-
ing requirements in any new air pollution control bill passed. Federal Funding
would insure proper operation and enforcement of pollution laws in Alabama Air Pol-
lution Control Commission. Wallace said he had no control over the legislature(?)
and that any new air pollution bill passed by the legislature will be strong, but
not so strong as to chase industry away. Wallace is supporting a modified Air Pol-
lution Control Comm. bill which contains federal requirements. To receive this fund-
ing a state pollution bill must give local control commission certain authority:
must include the right to set pollution emmission standards, the right of enforcing
applicable laws without delay, the right to stop polluting emissions on an emergency
basis, the right to grant or withhold permits for construction or modidications of
sources of air-pollution. The Clean Air Commission wants local and state Health
Dept. to have the power to enforce State pollution laws with out having to go thru
State Air Pollution Control Commission.

Well, on Wednesday, June 16, 1971 Air Pollution enthusiants applauded as a strict
new control measure won a 7-1 favorable report on the senate floor. It was a "un-
ified bill" which means that anti-pollution bills from every source in the legis-
lature had been polled into one measure that they all supported. Everybody was fin-
ally getting their heads together.

Senator Walter Givham of Safford was the one who voted against the bill. He
told the committee his heart doctor in Birmingham said much of last spring's smog
was pollen. So goes his intellectural reasoning.

elimJnated
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but ^hat'L
W' 8°°dS W°Uld *> ^ if P°Uution iseliminated but, that is the price we are going to have to pay if we want clean airand want to lengthen our life span. George Alltn, an attorney for the FederS En-vironmental Protection Agency in Washington D.C. highly endorsed the bill aS sSd

funding."
8 ^ b6St ±n ^ country"' » meets all federal criteria for

Under the proposal a statewide program would be administered by the State Health
Dept. through a seven-member commission. It would consist of the state health of-
ficer, four public representatives, a registered engineer, and a physician. These
members, except for the State Health Chief, would be appointed by the governor with
"advice and consent" of the Senate.

Unlike the present law, local governments can set and enforce stronger standards
of their own. Polluters can be ordered to stop work immediately in cases of a health
threat. Industrial violators could be fined up to $10,000 daily for not complying.

The future does hold hope now that everybody is getting together for once and
agreeing on one thing. Birmingham people might see the clay again when they will
be able to see the true color of the moon, sun, and sky over their " All American"
city.

By Rick Yohn



(r(^Vicious Dilemma
—by Bob McDonald

Since the 1960 's venereal diseases have been on
an uprise. VD is usually acquired during the young
and middle adult period of life. Only 1.1 percent
of the cases occuring in the United States in 1966
were among persons less than fifteen years of age,
and only 3.3 percent of cases occured among persons
over fifty. The 20-24 year age group, accounting
for a little over one-fourth of all infectious cases,
acquires VD more often than any other five-year age
group. The U.S. Center for Disease Control estimated
that 650,000 Americans under 20 were annually
contracting either syphilis or gonorrhea.

The causes of the uprise of VD are debateable.
Over confidence of penicillin's ability to cure VD,
the pill and other contraceptives have been related
to the uprise, along with population increase and
poor health standards.

The problem of VD lies in the need for more
medical research for cures and education to recognize
the symptoms before they become too serious to
correct. The social stigma attached to VD has to
be removed completely before ampel progress can be
made. By bringing VD cases from the "hush-hush
social problem" category to an objective, medical
one, treatment would not be such a hassel to face.

Gonorrhea is the most prevalent of the venereal
diseases and the most common bacterial infection
of adults. The disease has three times as great
an incidence among males as females. A very short
incubation period allows an extremely rapid spread
and repeated attacks are common. Upwards to 90%
of females are completely without symptoms and are
unaware that they are infected. Male patients have
a sudden onset of frequent, painful urination
accompanied by a profuse urethra discharge.
Penicillin has been the prescribed drug for treat-
ment. It should not be overlooked that gonorrhea
patients may also have contracted syphilis and can
be incubating it while under treatment for gonorrhea.

Untreated syphilis can result in crippling,
blindness, insanity, aortic insufficiency, visceral
disorders, loss of muscle and nerve control, and
the deterioration of bone and tissue. Treatment
of syphilis is not to be postponed or its symptoms
ignored

.

Primary Stage syphilis is characterized by an
abnormal change, called a chancre, which appears
from ten to ninety days after exposure and
resembles an ulcer sore. After erosion it

presents a variety of forms, usually it becomes
a hardened chancre accompanied by hard, enlarged
lymph nodes in the region of the groin. Primary
symptoms usually dissappear without treatment
within three to five weeks right before the onset
of the secondary stage.

The secondary stage symptoms appear six weeks
to several months after infection and last an
undetermined time. These symptoms usually appear
as regressive alterations of the primary chancres.
Manifestations include a local or generalized skin
rash, growths near the ano-genital regions, a

feeling of ill health, fever, loss of hair, and
mucous patches in the mouth.

Infectious syphilis includes the primary,
secondary, and early latent stages. During the
early latency stage the untreated or inadequately
treated patience will have periodic relapses to
the secondary type of sores followed by
spontaneous healing. This relapsing tendency
occurs for the most part during the first two
years of infection, while the stages of primary
and secondary syphilis may be regarded as

continuously infectious, early latent syphilis is
intermittently so, depending on relapse.
Penicillin is also used for early treatment of
syphilis

.

Any physical alteration or pain in the pelvic
region should not be ignored. A medical examina-
tion and early treatment can prevent further ser-
ious problems even if the complication may be of
the lesser known and not so serious venereal
disease. Awareness and action prevents many a VD
case from reaching serious proportions. Venereal
diseases will not be eradicated until a vaccine is

.^kfound. Research for VD vaccine has less financial,
support than fase findings and treatment. UntilAV^
more financial aid for research is available VD V^"'
will continue to increase. Public awareness and
a willingness to confront VD realistically are
the only way to improve case findings and treat-
ment since a vaccine is not in the immediate
future.

If you are a college student and think you
have VD, go to the student health service on
your campus—they can fix you for free. If you
don't have access to a campus infirmary you can
call your city or county health department, or
the crisis center in your area.

BIRMINGHAM RALLY'S FOR
THE ALLMAN BROTHERS

—Rad Hazelip

Birmingham music lovers certainly got their
money's worth at the Allman Brothers Band
concert held in Birmingham Wendesday, June 16.

With the audience really getting into their
music, the Allman Brothers enjoyed the concert
as much as any of their wasted listeners

.

During the concert two people were busted by
some of "Birmingham's finest" as they were
trying to get into the music more completely.
The officials were very upset and promptly
decided to end the concert—early.

The police ordered the lights, which had been
on during the entire performance, to be bright-
ened and they closed the curtains, not allowing
the Band to continue. In reaction to this
absurd movement by the "pork," the Birmingham
freaks came together and staged a mild riot for
about twenty minutes. Joe, a member of the band,
came on stage and announced to the audience that
the group could play one more quick song if
everyone would sit down and stay cool. The
concert ended with over thirty minutes of
"Revival."

You're cool, Birmingham freaks. You've really
got it together.

CRISIS CENTER
OF JEFFERSON COUNTY

Providing A

Response To

Human
99

* 323 7777*



You Mean
You Are Still Alive !

"TWnniim inimn f

—by Rick Yohn

Once again Birmingham has done the impossible.
Federal standards say the pollution count should
not exceed 260 particular in more than on 24-hour

.

period per year. Downtown Birmingham has exceeded
the 260 count over forty-one times from May 1970 to
May 1971. The average particular count in Los
Angelos is around 97 while in Birmingham the average
is between 165 and 200. An incredible 607 count
has been recorded in Birmingham more than once.
The particular count is based on so many micrograms
of solid dihZ per cubic meter of air.

The Federal Environmental Protection Agency
came to Birmingham in April when the particular count
reached 607. E.P.A. has the power under the revised
Clean Air Act to go into" U.S. District Cities and
ask for injunctions against polluters. E.P.A. did
not first consult the Alabama A.P.C.C. because it
said Alabama's state and local laws were so
ineffective that they would have been of little help.

The pollution level of Birmingham has been near
or above 300 for more than a week many times. The
Public Health Service says eighty micrograms is
potentially hazardous to your health. The three of
the most highly industrialized areas in the East
and Midwest—Newark, Pittsburg, and Gary—all show
counts below Birmingham's. The pollution was 400
feet thick at its peak in April in the ail-American
city. There are no local or state plans to deal
with the above mentioned emergencies. State law puts
all authority in the hands of state agencies, but
their hands are tied.

Pollution, according to a sales engineer for a
pollution control company, can be cut by reducing
the amount of industrial and municipal water usage.
Water is just a convenient medium to put waste in.
The pollution problem is only economic. Technology
and hardware are already available to solve the
pollution problem.

'Social
legislation
in America
is a device
for improving
the lot of the
comfortable
with funds
disguised as
help for the
afflicted/'

—Kempton

:
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VISUAL POLLUTION ALSO AFFECTS B'HAM

11 youn in need oi dxix{t count Ming, legal aid,
medical aid, job placement, dmig counselling, ok
a place to stay, Atop in on. call the. \n.eedom house.

AVVRESS: 1130- 6tk Avenue. South, Birmingham

ATLANTA
MUNICIPAL. AUDITORIUM

Wed., June 3Q at ~7:3Q pm

MELANIE
&Jlint

Special Guest Stars

From Reprise Records

JAN EY S DENNIS

Today
We will save you good
seats if you call:

1-4D4-B59-099B
Tickets: Comes the Sun; Mother's Music Emporium;

Boot Dock in Greenbriar; R & R Records;
Clark's; all CMC Stereo Centers; Position I.

all locations; Skqv^sin Athens; Lum's (Spring

& 14th); Lum 's (Marietta—across from K-

Mart); London A le House (Campbellton Shop-
ping Plaza).

All seats reserved-$4, $5, $6.



EPILOGUE

—jean bruce

Generations come generations go
Some are fast some are slow

Refer to them in silly ways
This is common in these days

GOALS, MANY, BUT YET STILL REMAINS
AN AIM.

AN AIM IS ASPIRATION. AN AIM IS

HOPE.
HOPE IS INTANGIBLE. LOVE IS

INTANGIBLE.
LOVE IS AN INNATE SECURITY THAT FREES, YET ELATES,

THE EGO.

Cop out
Psych in

Words, we can take on the chin

Sexy men
Sexy women

Who was Jezebell?

Drugs pull your plug
Your brain goes down the drain
Insane
Insane Insane
That's your first and middle name

Black and White
Is that a slogan that rhymes with fight

Machines and smoke
Cough, cough, and choke

Songs about the end of the world
And "Who's Got My Girl"

Nude
Naked
Hot
Cold

bodies are beautiful
we've been told

YOU HAVE GOALS, BUT BETTER YOU HAVE
AN AIM.

YOUR AIM IS TO BECOME THE BEST THAT LIFE PERMITS
YOU TO BECOME; THUS,

YOU HAVE HOPE -- MEANING YOU POSSESS
THE INTANGIBLE.

LOVE.

YOU ARE TANGIBLE. BUT AT TIMES YOU ARE
ME.

IN MOMENTS OF SHARING, BLISS, JOYANCE, YOU ARE
INTANGIBLE.

YOU PERMEATE MY INNER BEING AND MAKE ME

REACH OUT.

LOVE IS REACHING OUT.

FRUSTRATION STEMS FROM AN OBSCURE MEANS OF REACHING
AN AIM.

MY AIM IS YOU. THAT'S WHY I'M THANKFUL FOR
LOVE.

A MEANS TO AN END, IT HELPS YOU UNDERSTAND
ME.

A COMMUNICATION WITHOUT VOICED WORDS,
LOVE IS. . .

jenny cooke *J*-**w*Ard@^*h ,-v>*'

War and unwar
How do we know

who'll be left to crow

Money Money everywhere
And not a cent to spend

Different world same world
Mostly different

Different people same people
mostly same

If our fathers were killer apes
maybe

That is the reason generations
gape

We recieved quite a few poems for this

issue of Praxis, and so we were unable
to publish all of them. If your poem
was not published in this week's paper
it may appear in subsequent issues. Al-

so we encourage contributions of prose
such as short fiction. We'll be waiting
to hear from you for any kind of material

GOOD NIGHT

—Mike Mims .

Can a lion really lie with a lamb?
Only in a fairy tale.
He can sit on the grass, on his green tablecloth,
An lick the fleece and think of mutton.
But an elephant can step on a mouse too.
You can dream your life away;
Lambs can run in fields with lions if you want

them to.
You can keep dreaming.
Sleep is sweet.



Gourmet Garbage
BEAUTIFUL BRAIDED BREAD, COMMON COOL BREAD,
HOW TO GET PEOPLE INVOLVED WITH YOU, OR
SOMETHING TO DO.
(—the name of this recipe varied upon the

desired outcome of the individual.)

Gather your milk, sugar, salt, and boil them as
the ancient volcano, Vesuvius, heated her lava.
And like Vesuvius allow this mixture to cool.
Next combine the water and yeast in a bowl
large enough for all ingredients twice over
(excluding the mind and body in one way but
not in another) . Upon the complete coming
together of the water and yeast (well mixed)
combine your milk mixture with your yeast
mixture, plus your flour. Stir this mixture
until the dough is picking itself up (not
sticking to the dough) adding more flour if
necessary. Cover dough still in bowl with
something (towel, blanket, etc.). Allow this
to rise in a breeze free place (such as oven
for example) for approximately one hour
(considering how fast or slow your bread rises)

.

Upon total rization (usually twice in appearance)
place on hard, floured, covered surface where
you can begin to call out your dough. At this
point you must decide Beautiful Braided Bread,
Common Cool Bread, and Variation Upon Imagination
Bread. Considering you choose CCB (Common Cool
Bread) simply knead your dough (rolling dough
with flour) forming the dough in the shape of
an elongated roll conforming to the shape of
the bread pan and allow it to rise for the
second time, then bake. For the BBB (Beautiful
Braided Bread) you must separate your dough
into six parts for the purpose of obtaining two
loaves of BBB and no other mystical reason.
Upon rolling out a part of the dough (using a
rolling pin) procede to roll up the laid out
dough into the shape of a big long cigar. After
forming three of these then place them side by
side and simply braid them, mashing the ends
together so as to make the bread stay together.
If you do not know how to braid then here is
your recipe for getting someone involved
with you. Ask someone you have been dying to
meet if they can braid, if so, good luck, or
ask someone you know, like, and can braid to
show you how, or better still if you know how
to braid act like you do not simply to be with
someone. With the other three parts of dough
you can either form a dough model, sling it
up against the wall, or do the same procedure
to form another BBB. Now allow this to rise
as before. Then you must decide to tap or not
to tap. If you decide to tap your BBB you
gently rub one beaten egg (you can also get
another person in your life of BBB by allowing
them to beat up your egg) over your bread and
sprinkle the sesame seeds over the surface of
your bread. Now you are ready to bake, yes
now you OJiZ ready to bake. Simply place the
bread in the oven at about 250° and cook it
approximately 45 minutes depending upon if
you have a gas, electric, or ground pit oven
as to the length of baking. So take it out
when you and/or your associates think it is
cooked.

Remember the first attempt at making
something will be a new experience for you so
give yourself totally to the experience and do
not worry about a thing. In other words
BE FREE so the next time you begin to make it
yo.u will be more assured of the results after
having experiencing it.

GOOD LUCK,
HAVE FUN,
AND DO EVERYTHIN YOU WANT TO . . .

—your Cooky Friend

1 cup of milk
2/3 tablespoon of sugar
1/4 teaspoon of salt
2 packets of yeast
1 cup of water
5 cups of flour
1 body (any size)
1 mind (any calibur)

Topping:
1 egg
sesame seeds

usic to eat
Hampton Grease Band

(Columbia)

Unhurried is their madness—but swift is the
effect. I like the Hampton Grease Band for their
courage, not to mention the music which has
obviously taken many a long night to conceive.
Zappa, Beefheart, others have had their influence,
but none the performance. Like all semi-theatrical
groups, they can entertain, but on record they
spring the bottoms of all that's gone right and
wrong in rock music. (You may finish reading this
article anytime you wish;) Skeleton music is
their speciality. They take the basic ingredients
of rock and of roll and pasturize it into special
effects so that even if you don't know where you
are, they try to find you.

My personal liking of the Hampton Grease Band
has been somewhat glorified by what I have heard
and what I hope to see. Can you imagine what
better way for music to warp than to slide down
to up levels? Could you imagine an insect on your
turntable? Then you had better fake electricity
and spin MUSIC TO EAT by the Hampton Grease
Band—that is if you got the ballzorcourage.
They are worthwhile. Eat it!

Mike Wear

as
SPICED TEA

Apple Juice (2 cups)
Orange Juice (2 cups)
Sassafras Tea (4 cups)
h tsp. Powdered Cinnamon
Red food coloring
Sugar

First, go out and find Sassafras
roots—right! Where? Some larger
groceries carry them. Best!—dig your own!
(freaky if you plant something while you're there.)
Boil roots until water turns red. Mix juices and tea in
large pitcher. Add cinnamon. Add sugar to your own
taste. Add coloring. Serve well deed (hint for over
thirty group: makes a great punch with gin, rum, or vodka.)



KEEP YOUR HEAD ...

FROM BEING BUSTED
1. Always keep your door locked at home and al-

ways ask who It is before you open it.

2. Have the search warrant, if it is the cops,
slipped under the door. Check the name on the
warrant and what it is for.

3. Never keep dope in the house or immediate pre-
mises if possible. Cops have been known to
bust in and search and worry about technical-
ities later.

4. You can be stopped on the streets and searched
if a cop has "any" reason to suspect you for
anything—The STOP AND FRISK LAW.

5. If you are holding on the street let a chick
carry it in her underpants , the cops can not
search a female-if it's a female cop chances
are she won't be searched there in public.

6. While you're on the street. NEVER try to
throw the dope away. You stand a better
chance with an illegal search declared than
if the cop sees you try and get rid of it
and doesn't have to search you.

7. A cop can't search your car without a search
warrant, but he can look in, so keep the dope
out of sight—not in the glove compartment or
under the seats—they'll check there anyway.

8. Keep the dope on one person or everyone in
the car will be charged with possession.

9. Be extremely careful to whom you sell any
amount of dope— it is better to be safe than
busted.

10. Never forget that every cop, narc, city,
county, state, or federal agent is after your
ass

.

*This is for protection-not to create paranoia.

THREE DOG

NIGHT
BRINGSJOY TO THE

ATLANTA BRAVES STADIUM

AND SPECIAL GUESTS

LOBO & SEATRAIN

CONCERTS WEST

Box Office: Braves Stadium FRIDAY- JULY 9-8:00 PM

Mail orders filled promptly. Send
money order(no checks) to Atlanta

loltl .

S

^c! uSe seU-aJdressef
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* ™CE< incl ud1 ng tax)

stamped envelooe. $4.00., $5.00, $6.00

WHAT TO DO IF BUSTED
*D0N'T TALK-This is your constitutional right

*Make sure somebody knows you are arrested.

*Notice who saw you arrested: you may need

them as witnesses at your trial.

*Get the badge or car number of the cop who

arrests you: this is to insure that another

cop doesn't testify against you in court.

*Notice and note circumstances concerning the

arrest

.

*You should NEVER answer questions about drugs.

*You have a right to call an attorney as soon as

you walk into the police station.

*Call an attorney before you are booked: this

helps to keep the charge as low as possible.

*Plead NOT GUILTY to any violation; you can
change your plea later.

*Don't plead at all to a misdemeanor: you will
lose your right to a preliminary hearing.

Post Office Box 7868 • Atlanta, Georgia 30309 • (404) 873-2411

TALENT NOW EXCLUSIVELY AVAILABLE FOR SUMMER ENGAGEMENTS.

AVENUE 0V HAPPINESS

B00GER

FLINT

FOXES

GLASS MENAGERIE

yOUNGUNS

HAMPTON GREASE BANV

HYDRA

0RPHEUM CIRCUIT

PERPETUAL MOTION

RAPAR

IN CONJUNCTION WITH THE HARD AND PROGRESSIVE ROCK GROUPS LISTED ABOVE,

WE HAVE IMMEDIATE ACCESS TO ANY TYPE OF ACT YOU MAY NEED TO ROUND OUT
AND FILL YOUR TALENT CALENDAR. IF WE MAY HELP YOU, PLEASE CALL COLLECT
OR WRITE FOR OPEN DATES AND INFORMATION.

' "fist*

W

OH no :

I MISSED MY PRAXIS .'

Be sure you get yours
from your local PRAXIS
pusher. Check at local
head shop and on campus.



YOUR RIGHTS
Under the law, the cops are supposed to

inform you that:

1. You have the right to remain silent .

2. Anything you say can and will be used
against you.

3. You have the right to a lawyer and you
have the right to have that lawyer pre-
sent at all times when being questioned

4. If you can't afford a lawyer, the state
will supply you with one.

Yoga, RnotherWay
—by Rick Thompson

A lot of times now we get these questions in
our head that really cause a lot of confusion.
You sit around confused until it straightens out
and then up pops another. There are a lot of
reasons for this happening and it all boils down
to people becoming more sensitive to what really
counts. You start freaking out on a lot of
established norms, searching for some that make
more sense. You get tired of this and try a

little of that, sometimes you get super high on
dope and whow!...on and on and on, but it doesn't
stay, costs money and paranoia.

Did you ever get really stoned, like on MDA or

something, and then things start getting smooth,
no hassles, everything just flows on into a

euphoric feeling. For once you are calm, both
in and out", you seem to comprehend more and things
just sort themselves out—like it's all in con-
scious levels. They are changing all the time.
Just like the drug chemicals, all things cause
your input and output : put in good vibs and they
come right back out.

A good analogy to the mind is a lake—you know
the bottom is there and it is really beautiful,
but you can't see it because it's muddy and the
surface is wrinkled. Wei 1, there are ways to calm
it down and make it stay. In the West most people
think Yoga is a bunch of weird exercises that you
do and that's that. Well, that's wrong. Exercises
are just a small part which don't even come first.

The word yoga means union. It is not a religion,
but a science of the body and mind. Its purpose
is to tune your energies into harmony with all the
other energies. To begin calming the mind you
meditate; this is where you need a real teacher,
a guru. He can see your vibrations and give you
the technique which will do for you best. By
focusing the mind, the thoughts running through
decrease. In other words, the mental energy which
was being wasted before is now being channelized
toward constructive and more lofty purposes. The
gradual increase in the conservation of mental
energy results in cheerfulness, calm and tran-
quility of mind. To aid in this you exercise,
eat properly and read the words of the masters.

Ananda Marga is a Yoga society in India that
got to the states last year. It is a complete
balanced system which will teach you technique
in Meditation, Hatha Yoga (exercises), Philosophy,
etc. It's free — all Ananda Marga wants is to

raise the consciousness of the world, which starts
with the individual. A teacher is travelling
through the southern states now, initiating people
into meditation and will be in Atlanta July 4,

at 713 Church Street, phone 874-9856. In Auburn
there will be Hatha classes and more information
June 29 and July 1 in Samford Park at 6:00 p.m.

It's a good trip, doesn't cost anything, and
it works. You get really high if you do it
regularly. It's not hard: the only discipline
is in your head.

gay announcements

To all our gay brothers and sisters: SUN I SAND I SURF

!

Pensacola, Florida, is the place to be for the July 4
weekend. See you there at the San Carlos! Our
organizational meetin in Auburn will be held on
Thursday, July 8, 1971, at 7:30 p.m. A meeting place
will be announced at a later date.

Contrary to popular opinion, there are gay bars in most
major southern cities. Call us for information so you
can enjoy the holidays.

For information on Auburn Gay Liberation Front, call
us at 821-2613 or 821-1834, or write Auburn G.L.F.,
P.O. Box 1349, Auburn, Alabama 36830.

flBQRTIQN
COUNSELLING, INFORMATION, ASSISTANCE AND REFERRAL

Abortions are now legal in New York and Cal-
ifornia. There are also ways of getting legal
abortions in other states. Either way you will
get a safe, clean abortion in a doctor's office,
clinic, or hospital. The Women's Center in New
York City can get you a place to stay and help
you get a free abortion if you have no money.
For information call:

New York—Women's Center phone 1-212-691-1860

In Atlanta you can call Rev. Emmett Herndon of
the Clergy Consultation Service on Problem Preg-
nancy :

Atlanta—phone 1-404-377-2411 ext. 7667

Or you can call the Problem Pregnancy Information
service in California. Counselors are available
24 hours a day, and some financial help is of-
fered. Their number is:

Berkeley, California—1-415-843-0828

If you think you're pregnant and want an abortion,
find out as soon as possible and call one of these
numbers

.

Wkcut the. mind can conceive and bzLitvo.,
tkz mind can achievo,.

—Napoleon.

wed., fri., sat.,&
2200 magnolia

Birmingham



auburn crisis center

—by Fred van Hartesveldt
and Jim Flaitz

Caring about the problems and life of another
human being is a rare quality in post-industrial
society. Impersonalization has become a way of
life, and this has created a need for institu-
tionalized concern. A bad trip, unwanted concep-
tion, loneliness, depression, even suicide, a

marriage falling apart, VD, and myriad other
problems sometimes require information and some-
times just someone to listen. Talking with some-
one who can be trusted, who does not know you to
make a condemnation, and who will keep the conver-
sation in strict confidence, be it trivial or
crucial can ease feelings and smooth the path to
a solution. Concerned people in the Auburn area
have begun such an institution giving it the
imaginative name of the Crisis Center. There
is—the name not withstanding—some innovative
thinking involved. In a community that is beginning
to work its way into the drug scene, that has
teenagers leaving for Atlanta to live on the
streets, that has depressed people thinking of
suicide, help is needed. The family is" breaking
down and no longer provides the basis of security
promised by the American dream. The Church is in
an even worse position. The Crisis Center offers
a practical approach through people from the
community who have been trained to deal with
people and their problems. As our culture changes,
and it must, the traditional institutions no
longer meet the needs of society, and new
institutions such as Crisis Center must move to
the fore.

To reach the Crisis Center dial 821-8600. The
service is available between 6:00 p.m. Friday and
6:00 p.m. Sunday. This will be extended to a

seven day a week program as soon as enough
volunteers can be trained to work on the phones.
To offer your aid, call 826-4744 during regular
office hours.

John barleycorn
must die -

(If He's Not Twenty-One)

—by Svam Spade

The Wonder Worker of the Week Award goes to
Lee County Sheriff "Big" Jim Pearson for his role
in engineering last week's series of swift,
incisive, commando-type raids in which more than
seven perverted purveyors of beer to minors were
netted. This reporter talked with one of the trio
of dynamic deputy heroes who accompanied Pearson
during Operation Hop-Head, as it was referred to
around the courthouse: "Why shee-it, Jim's always
been the brains around here. Lak that ideer 'bout
usin' that nineteen year old football player who
looked twenty-five and them marked five-doller
bills, shee-it, Jim got that from ole Jack Webb in
an epersode from Dragnet . Really surprised the
hell outa those pinko bartenders. Hey, boy, you
wanna beer? We got lots of it, heh-heh." But the
dazzling action of Big Jim and the Boys is only
part of this real life drama. The ideological
impetus was supplied by a hard fighting, grass
roots group called the Community Action for Youth
(CAY) , which was organized in an attempt to cap
the ejaculating wells of vice and iniquity which
threaten to compromise the innocence of Auburn
adolescents. An unofficial spokesman for the
group put it this way: "Ah'm just glad to see
that folks is comin' to reelize that the real
problem facin' our great nation is the illegal
sale of beer to minors. Everbody knows that
buyin' a beer is just the beginnin's of the road
to perfidy, damnation, and destruction. After
that it's whiskey, then they'll be trippin' on
them Mary Janes and smokin' LSD. Finally, they're
shootin up mayonnaise and become sex perverts and
Commoonists. That's why ah keep mah boy, Seth,
handcuffed to me. He's agonna stay that way until
he's old enough to go to Veetnam and do somethin'
worthwhile." So congratulations all around to
Big Jim and the Boys and the shining lights of the
Community Action for Youth. They make us proud
to be Amerikans.

PLAZA TOY SHOm
Game Headquarters'

next to HUwvy Optical

Bottoms Up Pessoat

3M Bookshelf Games

Spriagholi Pozzies

Avafoa Hill War Games

Gvh/a Giggle

3-D Chess Sots

Sedectioa

'Pant by Komher" Stoma Notes

Gay Gaop

Frishees

Midway Plaza

7494)137

In order to continue, PRAXIS
NEEDS MONEY. Any contributions,
large or small, will be greatly
appreciated.

Is

Waveriy Parkv/ay



The Mouse That Roared by: the mouse

One morning near the beginning of this quarter
as I scurried out of my hole in Samford Hall (we
mice live in holes in walls, you know), I over-
heard Dr. Vallery, the President's Assistant,
talking to a young woman. It seemed that this
young woman had once attended Auburn but had
dropped out in 1969. After she dropped out, she
ran afoul of the fantastic system of law enforce-
ment in the state of Alabama. Her trial, which
was the source of much adverse publicity and
gossip in town, resulted in her conviction of
possession of marijuana. Later (and much more
quietly) , her conviction was overturned by an
appeals court. Thus, she was free to return to
her life as Miss Ordinary Citizen.

However, Miss Citizen wants to finish school
now. As a matter of fact, I was nibbling some
cheese over in the Registrar's Office when the
University threw its first stumbling block in
her way attempting to return. Her file in the
Registrar's Office was flagged with a note
saying that she would have to appear before the
Women's Discipline Committee before she could
even attempt to enter school. The Committee
would decide whether or not to readmit her.

During my long life dodging mouse traps in
Haley Center, I have never heard of the
University's philosophy of discipline being
so blatantly and abusively used against a person
as in this case. If a mouse could be University
President, I would certainly think seriously
about revamping both the discipline code and the
Victorian philosophy that backs it. If a mouse
could enroll as a student, I would certainly
think hard about doing something to change the
discipline system before it claimed me as
another one of its victims.

On the other hand, maybe it's good that mice
are not allowed to become students — look at
the disadvantages. We can usually avoid the
cats; you can't get away from the Administration.
But really, it's not the people in the Admin-
istration who are the real culprits; it's a
philosophy they have called In loco paAdntU

,

which means "in place of parents." Thus, the
University has taken the place of your parents;
you are not "children of the University." I
would guess that probably two-thirds of all your
problems as student children could be traced to
this theory.

It is this philosophy that is responsible
for the fact that only glnJU are required to live
in dorms. It is responsible for the stringent
curfews and dorm rules applied again against
coeds. This philosophy is responsible for the
out-moded class attendance policy. It is the
reason that the Auburn Administration is so
skeptical about student rights. It is this
philosophy that suspended a student who was
"busted for grass" in another city during his
vacation. It is responsible for the moral code
set up and perpetuated by the Administrators of
this University. It is this philosophy that
justifies the University reaching off-campus to
punish students for conduct not directly related
to the functioning of the University. President
Philpott, Dr. Vallery, Deans Foy, Cater, and
Campbell — indeed the entire Administration and
even the student body through its apathy ~ are
responsible for perpetuating this philosophy and
the subsequent abuses that stem from it.

At a time when young men and women are out "on
their own" more than in past generations, it is
strange that Auburn students are treated as mere
children. When women's lib holds so much promise
for ending the myths of male dominance and for
creation of equality between the sexes, it is
strange that the University's "daughters" are still
stifled by stupid rules and locked in the dorms.
At a University that claims to an equal opportunity
employer, it is strange that young women students

don't have the same opportunity as young men to
live off-campus. When young men are forced to
fight and die in Vietnam, it is strange that
Auburn's young men must account their private
lives to a discipline committee. When eighteen-
year-olds are being given the vote, it seems unfair
for the University to treat them as children. When
young men and women have come to Auburn to learn
not only books but also life, it is pitiful the
University functions as babysitter instead of
educator.

This philosophy is not only responsible for
University abuse of students in rules, discipline,
and education, it is also a slap in the face to
you, an insult to Amerika's youth, and a damper
to your development and education at Auburn. How
can one be expected to show maturity when he is
expected to conform to an alien code of morals?
Freedom is not compatible with wearing shackles.

Yet there is hope. A mouse who lives in the
Union Building tells me that your SGA is offering
an alternative to the University's repressive
philosophy of In Loco paJiCntiA . And a mouse over
in the Social Center tells me that there is a
fair chance that Miss Ordinary Citizen may get
back in school. But since we mice aren't affected
by In loco pa/LZntO, as you students are, let me
just say that until you throw that philosophy out
the window, Auburn is going to keep a tight rein
on its "children."



Dear Aunt Praxis,

I don't know what to do. My father is a
freak and wants me to decide for myself
what I want to do and be. The problem
is I want to be captain of the football
team, date cheerleaders, and drive an
expensive sports car. He isn't upset
and hasn't punished me. What is he up to?

What Went Wrong
Dear Wrong,

Don't worry — you are going through what
is commonly known as the "straight stage."
Your father isn't up to anything, he
knows you'll come around; after all,
"Father knows best" remember.

Dear Aunt Praxis,

I found some incense in my daughter's room
and I'm afraid she's going a little too
far into the hippie thing. I would lock
her in her room except I'm afraid she
would smoke pot in there or something,
and I'm afraid to let her go out because
then I know she would definitely smoke it.

What is a mother to do — she's only 18.

Dear Afraid,
Afraid

It sounds to me like you need psychiatric
help instead of advice. Eighteen is an
adequate age for self-determination and
incense has been proven to be non-habit
forming and doesn't lead to drugs.

Klassyfyed Ads
Good Day Food Co-opt

351 Thach Street (Rutland House) upstairs

Come by Ask for Sara Until 4:00 p.m.

Bay foods, Co-operate, an Auburn Food Conspirecy

65 VW, very good condition. $650. 872-7219 (Atlanta)

WANTED: In-person photos of the Allman Brothers
Band. Send prices and descriptions to Judy
Williams, 16 Vance Circle, Lexington, North
Carolina 27292.

Revoluation Today-USA-Documents from the revolu-
tionary communist party-Progressive Labour Party-
outlining the road to revolution, how the

revolution will be built, with whom, etc. PLP is

now under investigation in Washington, D.C. (with

Fletcher Thompson on the investigating panel) and

now you can read what makes the cops and bosses
Beared. Cost for this 300+ page book is $2.50.

Send to PLP, P.O. Box 54176, Atlanta, Ga. 30308.

SIGN THE PEOPLES PEACE TREATY! better yet, take

around copies and get them signed by everyone you
meet. Write Atlanta Mayday, 40 Peachtree PI. NW,

Atlanta 30309 or call 876-7668.

THE HERSTORY SYNOPSIS, a list of women in world
history, has been especially prepared and published

by the Women's Movement Archive-Library. This is

good background material for Women's street theatre,

radio programs, picket signs, posters, and other
celebrations, as well as for women courses. Send $1

to WOMENS HISTORY RESEARCH CENTER, 2325 Oak Street,

Berkeley, California 94708. 20% off for 20 copies

or more.

Miss Lynn McMahon after participating in a
lovely wedding will take a jaunt to Montgomery
and have her wisdom teeth removed.

Always prompt little Annie Lannie demon-
strated once again her remarkable talent for
being an hour behind the times.

Mr. Joel "Ace" Klein has returned from a
healthy two week holiday in St. Louis, Mo.
Yamu failed to recognize him.

For being "Unamerican" Burton Cox, Nookie
Newman, Lucious Avary, Grace Williams, Sunshine
Collins, Shadow Newman, and Frank the Pig (no
reference to our beloved detective of course)
were evicted from their homes along with their
guardians

.

Pebble Hill's first weekly Wednesday
night dinner party typified untogether hostess
with untogether food. Where else could one
dine on such delicacies as Chinese Casserole
and Spanish Omlets all in one meal.

That well-known Marine Reservist is
spending a fun-filled two week holiday at
Camp leJeune. His presence will be missed by
all.

SPECIAL SECTION

Bells, bells, bells.

Miss Debbie Myles and Mr. Robert Coellessee
have announced their upcoming betrothal. Vows
will be said on the front lawn of Pebble Hill
August 26.

Dubutante Lucia Francis Miree and leftist
radical James Earl Mengel are engaged—in what,
will be settled sometime in September.

you have any "high" society news, please send
it to Miss Kim at P.O. Box 727, Auburn, Alabama
36830. No plebian gossip please.

irk******
^ Classified ads may be placed in VhaxiA at a rate +c

+ of 10c per word with a $1 minimum. Send ad copy -fc

-K to PtaUttA, P.O. Box 727, Auburn, Alabama 36830. *$*******
"NO MORE TEACHERS' DIRTY LOOKS" Being a groovy
teacher isn't enough to beat school oppressiveness.
Be a radical teacher. Ideas, experiences, lessons,

analysis. $2 for year's sub to NMTDL; BARTOC,

Dept. B, 1445 Stockyon Street; San Francisco,
California 94133.

MOVEMENT LITERATURE. Pamphlets on a wide variety
of topics of current relevance. Send for free list.

New England Free Press, 791 Tremont Street, Boston,

Massachusetts

.

FOR RENT: Van and driver for all types of work.
Call ?haxJj>. 821-8767.

COMPLETE GUIDE TO GROWING MARIJUANA. Only $1

Indoor-Outdoor-Diagrams-Peace Send $1 plus 25c

Postage to: SUNDANCE PRESS, P.O. Box 99393,
San Francisco, California 94109.

RALPH NADER FOR PRESIDENT bumper stickers, 50c each,

5 for $2, 100 for $20, 1000 for $95. Send cash with
order to NADER COMMITTEE, 1727 W. Washington Blvd.,

Venice, California 80291.

NEEDED: Information about farms in the Auburn-
Opelika area for sale or rent. 821-8767.

FOR SALE: Paperback books — all kinds — only 25c

each. Call or come by the ?H.a.xli> Office. 821-8767.

RENT - A - FREEK! ! ! ! For almost any kind of odd job.

Call 821-8767 and place your order today.


